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August 21, 2012 

 

 

Fire and Law Enforcement Officials 

Statewide Notice of Target Ammunition 
 

Public Safety Official, 
 

 There has been considerable concern this year if the shooting of ammunition while target 

practicing will cause a fire.  So far this year in Utah, we have had 23 wildland fires caused from 

our residents target practicing.  I have received a number of concerns from many different 

factions claiming that fires cannot be started from ammunition hitting a dry hillside. 

 

  There is no doubt and no opposition to the known fact that if you are using tracers, 

incendiary ammunition or exploding targets, you will indeed have a fire on the dry hillside.  The 

concerns coming forth are the use of regular purchased ammunition that is used for target 

practice.  If you are target practicing with ammunition that has a brass case, copper covered 

bullet with a lead center, the chances of starting a fire on the dry hillside is remote. 

  

 If you are using bi-metal ammunition or what is commonly referred to as steel jacketed 

bullets, you have a significant chance of starting a fire on a dry hillside.  The steel jacketed bullet 

is constructed of a very thin copper jacket (.005 thick), steel under the copper, and the core is 

lead.  The majority of these bi-metal or steel jacketed bullets are manufactured in Russia or 

Eastern Europe under various names such as Tulammo, MFS, Sellier & Bellot, Brown Bear, 

Silver Bear, and Wolf.  Many indoor ranges are now prohibiting this type of ammo because it is 

likely to ricochet, and also to cause sparks on impact. 

 

 After witnessing a demonstration, I can easily see why the bi-metal or steel jacketed 

ammunition will cause a fire.  Anytime the steel jacketed bullet hit anything hard, a shower of 

sparks could be seen flying outward from the bullet impact.  The very thin copper jacket is there 

to get the bullet out of the gun and through the grooves and lands so as to not damage the gun 

itself.  It became very easy to see that if someone were target practicing in an area where dried 

out fuels were present, it would be simple to get a fire started from the steel jacketed bullet 

striking something hard. 

  



 

 

 This ammunition is easily obtained, purchase price is very reasonable, and can be 

purchased at any retail outlet or through online sales.  With the difference in cost, it is easy to see 

why you would purchase this type of ammunition when you are going target practicing and will 

be shooting numerous rounds.  The bullet casing is made of steel rather than brass and is made 

for one shot each. They are not reloadable and they do not obturate in the American made gun-

firing chamber like a brass case does.  This will allow gas to go past the shell and sometimes 

cause the empty shell to be glued in the gun chamber and almost impossible to extract. 

  

 We want to inform those in the fire service and law enforcement that knowledge and 

education is the key to reducing wildland fires from the use of steel jacketed bullets.  Since many 

indoor ranges are banning this type of ammunition, it is easy to see why so much of it is now 

being shot outside at various locations.  I believe most of the people who shoot this type of 

ammunition are unaware of the consequences of the discharge of steel jacketed bullets as it 

strikes a hard object, and they would modify their behavior if they knew. 

 

 We desire to begin the education process with our public safety officials and then look at 

educating our state’s residents who target practice so we can reduce the staggering losses from 

fire.  Thank you. 
 

             

       Sincerely, 

 

 

 

       Brent R. Halladay 

       Utah State Fire Marshal 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


